
Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1

________________ allow companies to 
perform their operations in a more 
integrated manner, especially with their 
customers. 

Good security 
practices Good information Quality information Quality Data

2

 _____________is concerned with 
protecting information in all its forms, 
whether written, spoken, electronic, 
graphical, or using other methods of 
communication. Computer network Information security Internet Social media

3
_____________ is concerned with 
protecting data, hardware, and software 
on a computer network. Network security Data security Media security Social security

4 Which of the followingn is one of the 
basic assumtion of security. Protocol Internet Detect the assets

We want to protect our 
assets

5 Which of the following is one of the 
aspect of security. Defence virus worm Threat

6

__________________an effective 
method of reducing the frequency of 
security compromises, and thereby the 
total loss due to security incidents. Warning Deterrence securing Informing

7
 A____________provides a defensible 
approach to building the
program. Planning Maintanance A security framework Reporting
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Authentication is ?

It checks for a user’s 
identity & verifies 
with its internal 
database for eligibility.

It is used to determine 
users privileges.

It is mechanism of 
associating an incoming 
request with a set of 
credentials identified by 
system. Both a and c

9 Which is not type of Authentication? SAF 2FA MFA Both a and b

10 In kerberos which is used as a key to the 
system? OTP Tickets Password PIN

11

Which of the following is a special type 
of access control group that links to a 
set of tasks that a user or a set of users 
can perform. OTP MFA RBAC SFA

12 Self synchronising is a type of Block cipher Symmetric key Public key cryptography Stream cipher

13
In which of the following scheme the 
plain binary text is processed in blocks 
of bit at a time? Block cipher Stream cipher

Self synchronising stream 
cipher Synchronous stream cipher

14 Full form of ECB Encryption codebook Electronic codebook Electrical Codebook

15
Public key infrastructure the security 
infrastructure that provides_________ 
and _________.

Stream cipher and 
block cipher

Symmetric key and 
digital signature

Private key cryptography 
and digital signature

Public key cryptography 
and digital signature

16 Media Access Control (MAC) is also 
known as _____. Internet Address Hardware Address Network Address Software Address

17 Databases can be used in various 
capacities, except: Application support 

Secure storage of 
sensitive information  

Online transaction 
processing (OLTP) VPN

18 How many layers are there in Database 
Security? 3 7 5 8

19 Encryption in databases can be done 
by storing encrypted 
data in the DB. Through VPN Providing passwords Restricting Access

20

Once a legitimate user has connected to 
the server, the user will be given only 
permissions that are granted to that 
login. This process is generally known 
as ___________ Authentication Protection Authorization Availability



21 The dumb device used to provide 
solution to connectivity in network is__ hub switch modem cables

22 Which of the following is Database 
Monitoring software? DB2 Oracle Database 12c SSH

Windows performance 
toolkit

23 To what granular level can security be 
provided Application Table Column Schema

24 Which is not a processing mode of the 
firewall?

Packet-Filtering 
Firewalls Application Gateways MAC Layer Firewalls Screen Host Firewall

25 Which of the following is the type of 
Firewall?

Packet-Filtering 
Firewalls

Dual Homed Gateway 
Firewall. Screen Host Firewall Dual Host Firewall

26
The first generation of firewall devices 
consists of routers that performed only 
___________________.

Dynamic Packet 
Filtering Firewall

Simple Packet Filtering 
Operation

Extraordinary Packet 
filtering

Complex Packet Filtering 
Operation.

27 Which of the following is not a strength 
of firewall

It inforce Security 
Policy 

Firewall are used to 
restrict access to specific 
service

No of software is needed 
on end-user workstation. 

Firewall can stop social 
engineering attacks

28 Which of the following layer operates 
circuit gateway firewall? Application layer Transport layer Physical layer

Firewall can stop social 
engineering attacks

29 Most ____________ firewalls are 
dedicated Appliences.

Commercial 
development Customized grade Commercial grade Residential grade

30 Packet Filtering Firewalls Examine each 
incoming packets using a rule set to 
determine whether to _____________. Double the Packets

Allow or Deny the 
Packet Invite the Packet Identify the Packet
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1

__________ is the science and art of map 
making, functions as an interpreter, 
translating real world phenomena (primary 
data) into correct, clear and 
understandable representations for our 
use. Biologist Cartography Photography Data Analyst

2 _________ are data values that can be put 
in some natural sequence but that do not 
allow any other type computation. Nominal Data Values Interval  Data Values Ordinal Data Values Ratio Data Values

3 What is NOT the Stage of Spatial data 
handling Spatial query & analysis Spatial Data Presentation Spatial Data Infrastructure

Spatial data storage & 
maintenance

4

The phenomenon that can lead to situation 
in which stored fact can contradict each 
other causing reduced usefulness of the 
data means. Data replication Data redundancy Data management Data reduction

5

The query operator that allow tuples that 
meet the selection condition to pass and 
disallowed tuples that do not meet the 
condition Attribute selection Tuple Selection Join Attribute Projection

6
Which of the following is not true about 
DBMS

A DBMS provides a high-
level, ‘declaration 
query language’

A DBMS includes ‘data 
backup’ and ‘recovery’ 
functions to ensure data 
availability at all times

A DBMS allows the control 
of ‘data redundancy’

A DBMS does not supports 
the use of a ‘data model’

7 Data integrity constraints are used to 
_______.

Control who is allowed 
access to the data

Ensure that duplicate 
records are not entered 
into the table

Prevent users from 
changing the values stored 
in the table

Improve the quality of data 
entered for a specific 
property

8

In raster approach cell values are stored in 
the list can be left to right, top to 
bottom(not always), so this encoding is 
known as _____. column ordering indexing row ordering spatial data ordering

9 TIN stands for ___________. Traffic Internet Network
Triangulated Irregular 
Network

Temperature Interface 
Node Temporal Interface Node



10
The height determined with respect to a 
tide-gauge station is known as _________ 
height. Ellipsoidal Orthometric Geoid GPS 

11 Kriging is also called as _________. Spatial Interpolation Geostatistical Method Kernal density estimation Spatial System

12 Interpolation is made possible by a 
principle called_______________.

Thematic 
Autocorrelation Spatial auto-correction  Spatial Autocorrelation Thematic auto-correction

13 ___________produces a vector data set 
from a raster. Traffic Internet Network Spatial System Rasterization Vectorization

14 It is known as ‘data about data’ DBMS GIS RMSE Metadata

15 GPS stands for _________________. Global Precise System
Government  Positioning 
Satellite Government Passing System Global Positioning System

16 Which one of the following is advantages 
of vector representation in GIS?

efficient for image 
processing

simple implementation of 
overlays adapts well to scale changes simple data structure

17
Raster approach subdivides space into 
regular cells. These cells are called _______ 
in 2D and ______ in 3D. pixels, voxels voxels, pixels

2D cartesian coordinate, 3D 
cartesian coordinate

2D geograpic coordinate, 3D 
geographic coordinate

18
In spatial data preparation, semi automatic 
digitizing method uses device called as 
_______.

digitizing tablet with 
cursor line following software

mouse cursor on computer 
moniter scanner

19

During the _____, object-oriented and 
object relational data models were 
developed to represent and manage spatial 
data 1990's 1970's 1980's 1960's

20
Which one of the following is 
disadvantages of raster representation in 
GIS?

difficult to implement 
overlay Complex data structure

inefficient for image 
processing

difficulties in representing 
topology

21
ITRS stands for

International Terrestrial 
Reference System

Internal Terrestrial 
reference Symbol

International Terrestrial 
Reference Symbol

Internal Terrestrial reference 
System

22 The Galileo System Time (GST) will closely 
follow Internal Accent Time International Attend Time International Atomic Time Internal According Time



23 WGS84 stands for
Wide Geodetic system 
1984 Wide Galileo system 1984 World Galileo system 1984 World Geodetic system 1984

24 Data which is captured directly from the 
environment is known as __________ Secondary data Special data Primary data Futute data

25 The information from aerial photos is 
obtained through___________ Internal evaluation Visual interpretation Studying analysing

26
The process of distilling points, lines and 
polygons from a scanned image is
Called ________________ Vectorization Rasterization visual interpretation Median squarerroot method

27
In _______ classification user only specifies 
the number of classes in the output data 
set and system automatically determines 
the class break points.  Automatic User controlled Static Dynamic

28 Which neighborhood function determines 
a spatial envelope(buffer) around given 
feature? Retrieval Classification Overlay Buffer zone generation

29 Which of the following Standard  operators 
are not used in  raster overlay ?

Integer & Modulo 
Division Logical Multiplication Addition & Subtraction

30

What is point-in polygon overlay?

An overlay method 
used to determine the 
distance between a 
point and its nearest 
neighboring polygon.

An overlay method used 
to reclassify polygon data.

An overlay method used to 
determine which points lie 
within the boundary of a 
polygon.

A method interpolating 
point data.
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1

In BI Architecture, _____________ is 
used to gather and integrate the data 
stored in various primary and secondary 
sources.

Data Sources Database Tables Records

2 Mathematical models are developed by - Doing mathematical 
calculation

Exploiting the 
relationships among 
system control variables, 
parameters and 
evaluation metrics 

Exploring the relationship 
with data

Developing mathematical 
logic

3
The decision-making process is part of a 
broader subject usually referred to as 
___________

predictions production plan problem solving marketing

4
Mathematical models and the 
corresponding _________ usually play a 
valuable role during the choice phase

finacial similar methods solution methods variable methods

5
Which of the following is not a 
component of business intelligence 
analysis cycle?

Analysis Insight Design Decision

6

The main purpose of business 
intelligence systems is to provide 
knowledge workers with tools and 
methodologies that allow them to 
________.

Perform well. be comfortable. Explicitly describe their 
problem.

make effective and timely 
decisions.

7

Development of data warehouses and 
data marts is done in which phase of 
development of business intelligence 
system? 

Analysis Implementation and 
control Design Planning

8
The purpose of risk analysis in risk 
evaluation is to estimate the risk 
connected with ________

PAST DECISION FURURE DECISION CURRENT DECISION PREDICTED DECISION



9

_____________methods select the 
relevant attributes before moving on to 
the subsequent learning phase, and are 
therefore independent of the specific 
algorithm being used.

Filter embedded wrapper scaling

10

Data contain discrepancies due to changes 
in the coding system used for their 
representation, and therefore may 
appear_______

Inconsistency Noise Incompleteness consistency

11

Estimate procedures can become rather 
complex and time-consuming for a large 
dataset with a high percentage 
of___________.

Training data missing data result data expert data

12

 In relational marketting identification of 
customer segments that are most likely to 
respond to targeted marketing campaigns, 
such as ______

CROSS-SELLING AND 
DOWN-SELLING

CROSS-SELLING AND UP-
SELLING

TOP-SELLING AND UP-
SELLING

TOP-SELLING AND DOWN-
SELLING

13
The development of classification model 
consists of main phases: Training phase, 
______,Prediction phase.

Dividing Phase Combining Phase Testing Phase Sorting Phase

14
In the K-means clustering algorithm the 
distance between cluster centroid to each 
object is calculated using ....method.

Cluster distance Euclidean distance Cluster width Cluster height

15
The _____ method uses information on all 
pairs of distances, not merely the 
minimum or maximum distances. 

single linkage medium linkage  complete linkage average linkage

16 Which of the following is finally produced 
by Hierarchical Clustering?

final estimate of cluster 
centroids

tree showing how close 
things are to each other

 assignment of each point 
to clusters

all of the mentioned

17 Classification of data according to location 
or areas is called: 

Qualitative classification     Quantitative classification Geographical classification Chronological classification



18

A _____ or tree graph is a graphical device 
for displaying clustering results.  Vertical 
lines represent clusters that are joined 
together.  The position of the line on the 
scale indicates the distances at which 
clusters were joined. 

dendrogram scattergram scree plot icicle diagram 

19
________are perhaps the best-known and 
most widely used learning methods in data 
mining applications.

Classification trees decision trees decision chart Classification chart

20
There are four classic marketing 
activities involving customer selection, 
acquisition, retention, and one other:

Customer 
differentiation Customer extension Customer demographics Customer Satisfaction

21

__________represent a powerful and 
versatile conceptual paradigm
for analyzing and solving problems 
arising within integrated supply chain 
planning, and for developing the 
necessary software.

Logistic model Supply chain model Optimization models Integrated logistic model

22

The logistic system of the food 
manufacturing company consists of a 
network
whose nodes represent suppliers of 
_____________

Only raw materials Only production plant Only central and 
peripheral warehouses

raw materials, production 
plants and central and 
peripheral warehouse

23

A key CRM technique is to encourage 
existing customers to recommend 
friends or colleagues to purchase. This 
is:

Cross-sell Referral Reactivation Up-sell

24 Which of the following is not an 
optimization model? Extra Capacity Maximum Fixed Cost Backlogging Multiple Plants



25 CCR Model stands for: Charnes-Cooper-
Rhodes Charley-Common-Rules Challenging-Common-

Rules Cooper-Common-Rules

26
Tactical decisions affect only parts of an 
enterprise and are usually restricted to a 
___________ department

double single personal private

27

A number of techniques originated in the 
field of computer science, such as 
classification trees or association rules, and 
are referred to as _______

INFORMATION 
DISCOVERY

DATA DISCOVERY KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY WISDOM DISCOVERY

28
Static models consider a given system and 
the related decision-making process within 
_________

MULTIPLE TEMPORAL 
SATGE

SINGLE TEMPORAL STAGE
WITHOUT TEMPORAL 
STAGE

TWO TEMPORAL STAGE

29  The analogy is well apparent between this 
conceptual paradigm and ______

WHAT-FOR ANAYSIS WHAT-IF ANALYSIS WHAT-IS ANALYSIS WHAT-ELSE ANAYSIS

30 Data mining provides identification and 
recurrence in ____

DATA INFORMATION 
CHARACTERIZATION

INFORMATION  DATA 
CHARACTERIZATION

INFORMATION 
KNOWLEDGE 
CHARACTERIZATION

DATA KNOWLEDGE 
CHARACTERIZATION

Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1

Quality Management system driven by 
"Total Quality Management" and 
"Continual Improvement" was 
implemented in japanese environment by 

Dr.Edward Deming Barry Hill Edward Sallis David T Rowland
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2

With respect to PDCA cycle- “ If any 
deviations are observed in actual outcomes 
with respect to planned results the 
organization may need to decide the 
actions” . This will come under which 
phase?

Plan Do Check Act

3
Which among the following are not 
included among the principles of TQM 
(Total Quality Management)?

Declare freedom from 
mass inspection

Stop awarding low price 
contract to suppliers

Institutionalise training 
across the organisation for 
all people

to create barriers between 
functions and department

4 Which of the following is not included in 
failure costs?

rework retesting regression testing training cost

5 Improvement in Quality has a ________ 
effect on Productivity.

positive negative null worsening

6

____ is necessary to maintain customer 
satisfaction and overcome the possible 
competition ,customer complaint etc

define measure monitor improve

7

Tester’s Workbench is made of testing 
process, standards, guidelines and tools 
used for conducting _______.

Tests Plan Action demo

8
__________testing tries to combine the 
advantages of white box testing and black 
box testing.

Red Box Unit Box Gray Box Green Box

9
____________ testing is done on the basis 
of internal structures of software as 
defined by requirements.

White Box Gray Box Unit Box Black Box

10

__________ testing is used primarily to 
test the behavior of an application with 
respect to expressed or implied 
requirements of the customer.

Unit Box White Box Gray Box Black Box



11

________ are defined by senior 
management of the organization or test 
management and may or may not form a 
part of the test plan.

Test Scenario Test plans Test cases Test policies

12

________ is an activity where we check the 
work products with reference to standards, 
guidelines and procedures.

Verification Validation Testing Planning

13
_________ is an activity to find whether 
the software achieves whatever is defined 
by requirements.

Validation Verification Testing Planning

14 Statement coverage is also known as 
______

Line coverage Path coverage Code coverage Decesion coverage

15

in Miller’s words, begins with the “outway” 
of a decision statement and ends with the 
“inway” of the next decision statement.we 
call it as

D path testing D2 path testing DD paths testing Path testing

16 Testing must be able to find all possible 
defects in the ______

Customer Software Company Stakeholder

17
Testers must conduct ______Analysis of 
the software and processes used to make 
it.

COST TQM SWOT COCOMO

18

The rationale behind boundary value 
testing is that errors tend to occur
 near the _______________ an input 
variable.

extreme values of mid values of one third value of outside values of

19
Thus, for a function of n variables, 
boundary value analysis 
yields____________unique test cases. 

n+1 4n + 1 2n+1 n+2

20
In the ISTQB literature, and also in Great 
Britain, the DD-path concept is known

as a “conditional code 
sequence and 
jump”(CCSAJ)

as a “linear code sequence 
and jump”(LCSAJ)

as a “linear code statement
 and jump”(LCSAJ)

as a “linear code sequence
 and lump”(LCSAL)



21

_______________ testing is appropriate 
when input data is defined in terms
 of intervals and sets of discrete values

Boundary value Equivalence class Code Coverage Unit tesing

22

______________is a directed graph in 
which nodes are statement fragments,
 and edges represent flow of control

computer graph code graph Program graph node graph

23
A Decision tables in which all the 
conditions are binary are called ______ 
Entry Decision Tables.

Extended Limited Single Several

24
Which process must describe step by step 
activities to be conducted in a work bench?

Verification Validation SDLC Audits

25 Software quality assurance audit is famous 
by the name__________

SQA audit Audits Peer Review Software audit

26

Who leads the inspection of the artifacts 
including planning the inspection, running 
the meeting and follow up after the 
meeting?

Author Manager Developer Moderator

27
________ are conducted by Auditors who 
may or may not be experts in the given 
work product.

Audits Tests Reviews Programs

28
Which is a formal review where people 
external to the team may be involved as 
inspectors?

Peer Review Inspection Self Review Design Review

29
________ is the most informal type of 
review where an auther and a peer are 
involved.

Self Review Peer Review Code Review Design Review

30

Which testing involves testing of many 
units by combining them together to form 
a submodule oe module?

Intergration Alpha Beta Gamma



Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1

Cyber criminal created virus named 
______ and spread over the internet to 
celebrate Valentine’s Day in advance in 
the year 2000 

Happy Valentine’s 
Day I Love You Nightman Melissa

2 Which of the following is not type of 
Hacking? Code Hackers Phreaker Cyberpunk and Crackers Mischiefer

3 What is full form of FIR?
Fastest Investigation 
Report 

First Investigation 
Report First Information Report First Information Request 

4 Software licence is ________________ exclusive right non-exclusive static movable

5 An e-contract is a contract modeled, 
specify executed and deployed by _____. software system software developer online companies e-government

6 ________ is a person sends, generates, 
stores and transmits messages Addressee Originator Developer Receiver

7
Three main methods of contracting 
electronically are email, world wide 
web and ________ contract Soft system cyber technical

8
In section2(a) of Indian Contract Act 
_________ is defined as website 
advertisements are invitation Offer Contract Contact Deal

9 __________ Jurisdiction implies 
jurisdiction based upon monetary limit. Pecunairy Subject Matter Territotial Appellate 

10 Conclusion of ________ contract is 
made by breaking by seal to bind Electronic Soft Shrink and wrap Click and wrap
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11 DNS stands for Domain Name System Domain Name Source Domain Name Service Domain Name Search

12 Napster and Its Cousins has developed 
system is called as Peer to peer Link to link Share To Share Host to Host

13 Conclusion of an alternative for Napster SongsPk Digital Library Digital Songs Free Songs for All

14 Under Copyright act , 1957 which 
remedies are not provided for 
infringement

Imprisonment upto 3 
years but not less than 
6 month

Fine which may not be 
less than 50000 but may 
extended up to 200000.

Search and seizure of 
infringing goods

Cancellation of delivery 
infringing goods to the 
copy right owner 

15
___________is a link to another 
website is displayed within a window or 
frame. Surface linking Framing Downloading Deep linking

16 Contract formation on internet determine Time and place System Contract Name

17
The 'apple' logo of the Apple 
Corporation is an example of which of 
the following Copyright Patent Design right A trade mark

18 IT Act-2000 stands for
Information Tech Act 
-2000

Indian Technology Act -
2000

International Technology 
Act -2000

Information Technology 
Act -2000

19 By the use of Napster leads to major 
forms of harm to Film Industry Music Industry Video Industry  Digital Industry

20 A company wishes to ensure that no one 
else can use their logo. Copy rights Trade mark Patent Industrial designs

21 The term of copyright for an author lasts 
how long? The life of the author

The life of the author 
plus 60 years 95 years 75 years

22 Which of following would not gain 
copyright protection? A DVD An unrecorded speech Written lyrics of a song A hand knitted jumper

23 Under the _______ burden of proving 
bad faith registration is not heavy. ICANN UDRP STOP NASSCOM

24 -------- implies a smoother interface 
between government and citizen E-Commerce E-Governance C to C Commerce E-Media



25 ------------ serves as an Identity of an 
individual for certain purpose Copy right Digital copy E-Copy Digital Signature

26 ---------- enables publication of rule 
,regulation ,order,bye- law,

Section 6 of the IT 
Act,2000

Section 7 of the IT 
Act,2000

Section 9 of the IT 
Act,2000

Section 8 of the IT 
Act,2000

27
Which one of the following is model of 
tax treaties which serves as a guide for 
DTAAs OECD Model treaty Tug of war ACID model OPD Model

28
-------------------is based on ideology that 
developing countries are mostly net 
importers  PE United Nations Treaty UNF Unified Law

29 Types of DTAA
Comprehensive and 
Limited

Open source and 
Unlimited Integrated and Shortened None

30
The Cyber Appellate Tribunal shall 
have same power as are vested in a civil 
court under _______. Code of Conduct Code of Civil Procedure Indian Cyber Code Code of Civil Court
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